In the original article, there was an error. We neglected to include a statement and indication that the first two authors contributed equally to the work.

A correction has therefore been made to the **Author Contributions** statement and a symbol has been added in the author list.

"W-TL and W-HC drafted the initial manuscript, designed the study, interpreted the data, screened the literature, and approved the final manuscript for submission. W-TL and W-HC are equal contributors in this study. H-LE interpreted the specimen and provided recommendations for this manuscript. M-HK provided recommendations for this manuscript. F-CH conceptualized the study, reviewed and revised the manuscript, and approved the final manuscript for submission. All authors approved the final manuscript as submitted and agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work."

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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